7th Grade STEM Academy Arrival – 7:35-8:05

*Students arriving in HOMEROOM after 8:10 will be marked as tardy

Transportation:

Walkers – Walkers will enter the building exterior doors as listed below and proceed directly to homerooms. Crossing of Franklin Street will only be allowed at the corner of Pennsylvania Avenue and Franklin Avenue.

Bus Arrival – Buses will drop off in the bus lanes in the front of the building.

Van Arrival – Vans will drop off in front of the building.

Car Drop Off – Car drop off will take place in the Triton Lot. Parents will be directed to pull in in rows. Once cars are in the designated “Drop Off Area”, students will exit cars and cross the street to enter via the Auditorium Entrance. Students must be wearing school-issued masks and will report directly to homerooms.

Entrance to the buildings:

Seventh grade students on the Intermediate School Side:
Enter the exterior doors to the right of the Main Entrance at the Intermediate Center. The doors will be marked “STEM Academy”. You will NOT enter through the main entrance or cafeteria entrance. These entrances are for students in grades 3-6.

Seventh grade students on the Academy Side:
To cross Franklin Avenue, walk to the corner of Pennsylvania Avenue and Franklin Avenue. A TASD faculty/staff member will guide students across the street. Student will proceed up the sidewalk on Franklin Avenue and enter the exterior gym doors at the Academy.

7th Grade STEM Academy Dismissal – 2:55-3:15

Bus Dismissal – Buses will pick up in the bus lanes in the front of the building. Bus Dismissal will be called in 5 sequential waves with the first wave called at 2:55. Announcements will continue to be made to (1) dismiss a wave and (2) tell the next wave to report to designated doors. Simultaneously, the next wave to report to doors will prepare to dismiss.

Van Dismissal – Vans will pick up in the bus lanes in the front of the building.

Car Pick Up – Car pick up will take place in the Triton Lot. Parents will be directed to pull in in rows. Students will be escorted with their grade level peers to the Auditorium doors. Car line students will exit the building at 2:55 when Wave 1 is called to buses. Once all students are in their cars, those on duty will sweep the aisles between cars to ensure all aisles are clear of any people. Cars will be directed to exit by turning right onto Pennsylvania Avenue.

Walkers – Students who walk will be escorted from their hallways to the exterior doors. Walkers will exit the building at 2:55 when Wave 1 is called to buses.